
Kiosk Artist Statements and Bios 

A1: Fatima, Kashaf   

Instagram: @art.bits.ig 

I'm a 21 year-old BIPOC student, and I've travelled around the world for the 
majority of my life. My ethnic background is Pakistani and I've lived in 
Canada for over 10 years. I love incorporating arts into my different interests 
like medicine. I've painted for patients at hospitals, taught students to craft, 
and have done henna art for donations. 
 
Strength, 2021 
This original art piece is about how when people combine their strengths, 
they can reach the sky. Women all around the world have held pots on their 
heads while walking long distances to provide for their families and 
communities. This requires a lot of mental and physical strength. I believe 
they deserve to be appreciated for this. 
 
A2: Yada, Jey  
Instagram: @makohjey 
 
Jey Yada is an aspiring young illustrator born and raised on Vancouver 
Island. She knew from a very young age that art was the only thing she 
wanted to pursue. Primarily working in watercolours, recently Jey has 
pushed herself to explore the more digital side of illustration as the world 
shifts more online. She wishes to take her ideas farther and find new sources 
of inspiration as she chases her passion. 
 
The Great Protector, 2021 
Outside my front window lies a small mountain. When I was little, it seemed 
quiet, untouched, but as of late something changed. I noticed at night I 
could see lights flicker near the top. I started to pay more attention and 
realized the headlights of cars are now visible due to the deforestation 
taking place. In light of this, I thought about what the spirit of the forest 
might look like if it were to be awoken by this development of the land. 
 

A3: Gordon, Gord 
Painting is a passion that runs deep through Gord’s veins. Flowers, forests and the light of healing energy emerges from the heart of his soul. Juried shows Gord 
has participated in are the Sooke, Sidney and Ladysmith Fine Art Shows. Pet portraits are a specialty, bringing joy to all. 
 



Head in the Clouds, 2020 
A fanciful head floats above the Inner Harbor and the hills of Sooke in the distance. 
 
B1: Fritz, Andrea  
Instagram: @andreafritzart  Facebook: @andreafritzart9 
 
Andrea Fritz is a Coast Salish artist from the Lyackson First Nation of the Hulquminum-speaking peoples. She specializes in Coast Salish storytelling and teaching 
with her art. Andrea creates her art in the mediums of acrylic on canvas, serigraphs, vector art as well as traditional Coast Salish stories. She has had numerous 
exhibitions of her artwork including Sooke Fine Arts show, Eagle Feather Gallery and The Place Gallery  
 
Who is Here?, 2021 
In the Coast Salish art form, Ovoids, Trigons, Crescents and S-Shapes are used to create animals in both the positive and negative space. Much of the art is 
implication of a specific animal with minimal representation of its actual form. In this piece the basic shapes are used to suggest many animals of the west coast 
and show their interconnection and flow with each other. Who do you see?  
 
 
B2: Carr, Anthony   
Instagram:@anthonycarrphoto  Website: anthonycarr.co.uk   
 
I am an artist and photographer born in London (UK), who relocated to Victoria in spring 2019. My approach to making work is an experimental one, where I 
celebrate the materiality of analogue photography, embrace the possibility of chance occurrences and often transform the photographic into a more sculptural 
form. My work has been exhibited in Europe, Asia and North America and in 2015 I was awarded the Hotshoe Photofusion Award. 
 
Pine Needle Landscape #2, 2021 
For me, one of the many benefits to living in Victoria is the incredible nature that surrounds us, accessible with relative ease. With just a bicycle and a sense of 
adventure you can explore amazing coastline, forests, lakes and mountains. Pine Needle Landscape #2 represents a small slice of the living world, nestled in the 
heart of the urban jungle. The image has been completely created from photograms; one of the most basic camera-less techniques in which items are placed on 
undeveloped photographic silver gelatin paper. In this case, pine needles were carefully arranged to resemble trees, ferns and a forest path. Every line seen in 
the final image was ‘drawn’ in this way, revealed by exposing the paper to light and then preserving the shadows. 
 
B3: Gaulin-Brown, Claire  
Instagram: @clairegaulinbrown  Website: clairegaulinbrown.com 
 
Claire is an artist and illustrator living and working on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Much of Claire's work aims to depict the deep interconnectivity of 
humans and animals as beautiful, destructive, hopeful, and helpless. Claire often uses her artistic voice to speak up about environmental justice both around the 
world and in her own backyard on the Pacific Coast. When Claire isn't painting, she can be found exploring in the forests and the sea. 
 
Heron's Plight, 2020 
An ode to animals everywhere adapting to smaller spaces as ecosystems diminish through human-based activities. 
 

https://www.instagram.com/anthonycarrphoto
http://www.anthonycarr.co.uk/


B4: Lynn, Cei   
Instagram: @cei.lynn 
 
My name is Cei and I am a queer artist attending the graphic design program at Pacific Design Academy in Victoria. I've been doing traditional art since I was a 
kid, falling in love with everything creative, and I've known since then that art is my calling in life. 
 
At Sunset, 2020 
This piece, At Sunset, was originally made with gouache paints in August of 2020 for my friend's birthday, and I decided to revamp it for this project by adding 
digital elements, changing some colours and re-formatting. Ultimately the inspiration for this piece came from my friend’s playful personality. Her courage, 
strength and independence mirroring the qualities of the powerful tiger. I wanted to show these features through the piece by utilizing space and clearly having 
the tiger be the focal point amidst a sunset background and colourful foliage. I wished to create something that celebrated the tiger in all its glory and made your 
heart happy looking at it. 
 
 
B5: Heryet, Victoria   
Instagram: @vancouverchalkworks  
Website: victoriaheryet.com 
 
I studied at the Kootenay School of Art and developed my illustration portfolio with agencies and publications. Fascinated by architecture, I have painted historic 
buildings around the world. I have won awards and my illustrations have been accepted and published internationally. I was a National Finalist in the Canadian 
Mint’s coin design contest. My paintings are in corporate collections including Fairmont Hotels and the Port of Vancouver. I work from my studio in North 
Saanich. 
 
Fan Tan Alley, 2020 
This image is a portion of my watercolour painting, The Den Upstairs. The painting reflects the historical Fan Tan Alley in Victoria's colourful Chinatown area. The 
alley is named after Fan Tan, a Chinese gambling game. Historically the alley was the site of many gambling and opium dens and is now a popular spot for visitors 
to the beautiful city of Victoria, BC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


